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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Introduction 

This report summarises the results of an independent audit carried out by DNV GL on the model 

conversions from natural gas to hydrogen for the models being used as a benchmark for the wider UK 

proposed hydrogen conversion of the natural gas network. The detailed model conversion process was 

derived from the H21 modelling meetings and the detailed notes were put together by NGN as a basic 

guide which has been included in Appendix A and is summarised as follows: 

1) Current 5year planning model is updated and then used to generate a Replacement Expenditure 

(REPEX) natural gas model which would remove metallic pipes from the networks by insertion 

where possible, 

2) Merging models together to form larger networks where required, 

3) Preparation for conversion to hydrogen which would include the District Governor (DG) capacity 

increases to run the additional model flows, 

4) Conversion of the models to hydrogen by changing demands to thermal and the gas 

characteristics to those of hydrogen, 

5) Applying reinforcement to remove pressure failures. 

1.2 Conclusions 

The conversion of the network models from natural gas to hydrogen has been undertaken correctly in all 

of the low-pressure models provided for the audit. There is some concern in relation to the remaining 

metallic mains and high velocities which may require more analysis work to remove the possible issues. 

The demand migration on all the LP network models was within an error of ±0.9% and therefore they 

were converted to hydrogen as per the basic guide in Appendix A. 

The gas properties of the hydrogen models have been converted correctly from natural gas to hydrogen 

in accordance with the basic guide in Appendix A 

All the network models contained metallic mains in both the REPEX natural gas and the reinforced 

hydrogen models. The percentage of metallic mains by length ranged from 4.42% to a maximum of 

17.80%.  The UK GDNs/DNV GL/HSL are currently (2019) carrying out an NIC project into determining 

the leakage rates of hydrogen in a range of existing network assets including metallic pipes and this will 

clarify what population of the remaining metallic mains could need to be subject to some sort of 

remediation (e.g. replacement).  

A few of the models had some pipe efficiencies outside of the expected range of efficiencies. There may 

be legitimate reasons for the variance, but this should be confirmed. 

Most the network models contained node pressures within the normal operating range for LP of between 

19mbarg (minimum for cul-de-sac in the basic guide) and 75mbarg, however there are some lower 

pressures observed which may need further investigation but there may be legitimate reasons for the 

variance which should be confirmed. 

All the networks contained small pipe diameters less than the minimum insertion size outlined in the 

basic guide in Appendix A of PE40. In some cases, as small as PE16. This is below normal insertion size 

range but there may be legitimate reasons for the variance. 
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The main area of concern is around maximum velocities in the final hydrogen networks notwithstanding 

that the audit modelling has been carried out at 100% temperature sensitive demand level which is 

theoretically achieved for 1 day in 20 years for a network and is thus the worst-case scenario for 

velocities. 

1.3 Maximum Velocity in Converted Hydrogen Networks 

To supply the customer’s energy requirements the volume of gas delivered to each customer would need 

to be tripled as the heat content per cubic metre of hydrogen is a third of that of natural gas. This would 

mean that the velocities seen at peak demand conditions would also have to increase by this ratio to 

deliver the power requirements of the customers. Currently in the UK we have a design velocity 

maximum of 40m/s for natural gas (about 144km/h or 90mph). The reason for this limit is due to the 

risk of pipe erosion due to any dirt particulates in the pipes being picked up and being turned into 

projectiles. For known dusty natural gas pipelines this is reduced to 20m/s. Therefore, a natural gas pipe 

near the 40m/s limit will now be closer to 120m/s (430km/h or 270mph). However, hydrogen is less 

dense than natural gas and therefore may require a higher velocity to be able to lift dirt from the pipe 

inner surface. Also, erosion velocities of pure gas are related to the square-root of one over the gas 

density which would mean that a 40m/s of natural gas would equate to about 117m/s for hydrogen but 

the inclusion of dust may significantly change this value. The assessment of a maximum acceptable 

design pipe velocity is something that should be investigated fully before any networks are converted 

from natural gas to pure hydrogen.  

Recommendations/conclusions relating to the increase in velocities due to the conversion from natural 

gas to hydrogen are:-  

1) There is a need to investigate the pickup velocities of hydrogen and subsequent PE erosion to 

define a maximum design velocity for hydrogen PE networks.  This is a fundamental piece of 

work that needs to be undertaken to allow for the updating of network design and maintenance 

criteria. 

2) Assess the cost of increasing the capacity of the network to reduce maximum velocity.  Some 

increase in capacity will occur naturally as part of the network sectorisation and conversion 

process as additional mains and DGs are added to maintain robust back/forward feeds. 

3) Some of the mains subject to high velocities are DG outlets (e.g. West Yorkshire LP – 50m of the 

78m of mains above 80 m/s are DG outlets and in 13 out of 15 cases the velocity in the trunk 

main drops below 40 m/s with the remaining 2 cases dropping to below 47 m/s.  In addition it is 

probable that gas coming out of a DG would be dust free. 

4) At a local level investigate the GIS data and therefore the model are correct and not a digital 

error.  For West Yorkshire LP 24m of the 78m of main above 80 m/s are proposed as mains 

record errors, e.g. small diameter pipe between two much larger diameter pipes with an 

adjacent stub off of the small diameter which may have “bled” across onto the trunk main 

records. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

This report summarises the results of an independent audit carried out by DNV GL on the model 

conversions from natural gas to hydrogen for the models being used as a benchmark for the wider UK 

proposed hydrogen conversion of the natural gas network. The detailed model conversion process was 

derived from the H21 modelling meetings and the detailed notes were put together by NGN as a basic 

guide which has been included in Appendix A and is summarised as follows: 
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1) Current 5year planning model is updated and then used to generate a Replacement Expenditure 

(REPEX) natural gas model which would remove metallic pipes from the networks by insertion 

where possible, 

2) Merging models together to form larger networks where required, 

3) Preparation for conversion to hydrogen which would include the District Governor (DG) capacity 

increases to run the additional model flows, 

4) Conversion of the models to hydrogen by changing demands to thermal and the gas 

characteristics to those of hydrogen, 

5) Applying reinforcement to remove pressure failures. 
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3 AUDIT OUTLINE 

This independent audit was to ensure that all the network models (8 in total) converted from natural gas 

to hydrogen (item 3 above) were consistent across all IDNs and all networks and had adhered to the 

basic guide in Appendix A.  

The models audited by DNV GL were as follows: 

1) Cadent 

a. Liverpool 

b. Manchester 

2) NGN 

a. Hull 

b. Teesside 

c. West Yorkshire 

3) SGN 

a. Bournemouth 

b. Edinburgh 

4) WWU 

a. Cardiff 

The following checks were made on the pre-conversion natural gas REPEX low pressure (LP) network 

model: 

1) Initial demand total both volumetric and thermal. This was used as the basis of the model 

load so that the converted hydrogen model can be assessed for accurate thermal conversion. 

2) Modelled gas characteristics. This was used to check that the natural gas model was set up 

correctly pre-conversion to hydrogen. 

3) Maximum and minimum source pressures. This was to check for any initial source pressure 

issues prior to conversion. These values are coloured yellow where they fall outside the range of 

25 to 75 mbarg. These are not necessarily issues and should not affect the costings for the 

model for the H21 process but should be checked as a matter of course. 

4) Maximum and minimum pressures. This was to check for any initial pressure issues prior to 

conversion. It was noted in the conversion process notes that single node or cul-de-sac pressure 

issues were to be ignored at this stage of the process. These values are coloured yellow where 

they fall outside the range of 21 to 75 mbarg and red where they are below 19mbarg. 

5) Maximum pipe velocity. This was to check for any initial velocity issues prior to conversion. 

These values are coloured red where they exceeded the current design maximum velocity of 

40m/s. 

6) Number of pipes with velocity greater than 40 m/s. This was to gauge the number of pipes 

exceeding maximum design velocity prior to conversion. These values are coloured red where 

there were more than zero. 
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7) Pipe efficiency issues. This was to identify any suspect pipe efficiencies prior to conversion. 

These values are coloured yellow where they fall outside the range of 0.98 to 0.86 which are the 

range of efficiencies found in the pipe code tables and warehouses used in modelling for both 

Synergi Gas and GBNA. These values may not be an issue but should be verified as being 

correct. 

8) Other general checks included the identification of other possible issues such as very small 

diameters. These values may not be an issue but should be verified as being correct. 

The following checks were made on the post-conversion hydrogen REPEX LP network model before 

reinforcement to solve model issues: 

1) Demand total for both volumetric and thermal. This was used to check that the correct 

conversion of thermal loading between natural gas and hydrogen was undertaken correctly and 

that the thermal demand of the natural gas model was preserved during the conversion process. 

2) Modelled gas characteristics. This was used to check that the hydrogen model was set up 

correctly post conversion. 

3) Maximum and minimum source pressures. This was to check for any initial source variance 

after conversion compared to the original natural gas model. 

4) Maximum and minimum pressures. This initial check was done but the results can be ignored 

as pressure failures are expected after conversion due to the increase in pipe pressure losses of 

about 20-30%.  

5) Maximum pipe velocity. This was to check for any initial velocity issues prior to reinforcements 

on the system so again the results can be ignored at this stage.  

6) Number of pipes with velocity greater than 40 m/s. This was to gauge the number of 

initially failing pipes after conversion. 

The following checks were made on the post-reinforcement hydrogen LP network model: 

1) Demand total for both volumetric and thermal. This was used to check that the correct 

conversion of thermal loading between natural gas and hydrogen was undertaken correctly and 

that the thermal demand of the natural gas model was preserved during the conversion process. 

2) Modelled gas characteristics. This was used to check that the hydrogen model was set up 

correctly. 

3) Maximum and minimum source pressures. This was to check for any initial source issues 

after reinforcements. These values are coloured yellow where they fall outside the range of 25 to 

75 mbarg. These are not necessarily issues and should not affect the costings for the model for 

the H21 process but should be checked as a matter of course. 

4) Maximum and minimum pressures. This was to check was undertaken to identify any 

pressure failures that were not covered by the initial REPEX work. It was noted in the conversion 

process notes that single node or cul-de-sac pressure issues were to be ignored at this stage of 

the process. These values are coloured yellow where they fall outside the range of 21 to 75 

mbarg and red where they are below 19mbarg. 

5) Maximum pipe velocity. This was to check for any final velocity issues after the reinforcements 

on the system. These values are coloured yellow where they exceeded the current design 

maximum velocity of 40m/s and red if they exceed twice this value. 
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6) Number of pipes with velocity greater than 40 m/s, 80m/s and 120m/s. This was to 

gauge the number of possibly failing pipes after conversion and reinforcements. These values are 

coloured yellow where they exceeded the current design maximum velocity of 40m/s and red if 

they exceed twice this value. 

7) Pipe efficiency issues. This was to identify any suspect pipe efficiencies in the final model. 

These values are coloured yellow where they fall outside the range of 0.98 to 0.86 which are the 

range of efficiencies found in the pipe code tables and warehouses used in modelling for both 

Synergi Gas and GBNA. These values may not be an issue but should be verified as being 

correct. 

8) Metallic pipe materials still present in the final model. This was to assess the effectiveness 

of the REPEX and reinforcement work to remove the remaining metallic pipes.  

9) Other general checks included the identification of other possible issues such as very small 

diameters. 

Each of the three model versions (natural gas REPEX, REPEX hydrogen conversion and final reinforced 

hydrogen solution) were checked as per the above and a table of the findings for each can be found in 

Section 5. In each results table, there is a simple colour coding used for results. Where the values do not 

conform to the normal network operation / design and would require additional remedial work to resolve 

have been highlighted in red. Where the values do not conform to the normal network operation / design 

but are not significant enough to require additional remedial work these have been highlighted in yellow. 

Other results are left in white. 

Following the table in each sub-section there are more details for the most significant results. 

4 EXCLUSIONS FROM THE AUDIT 

The audit did not look at the REPEX process or the reinforcement parts of the process only a check on 

the status of the pipes and pressures within the models and to highlight where we think there may be a 

requirement for further checking. 
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5 RESULTS OF THE CHECKS FOR EACH MODEL  

Each of the three model versions (natural gas REPEX, REPEX hydrogen conversion and final reinforced 

hydrogen solution) for each modelled network were checked as per the checks detailed in Section 3 

above and a table of the findings for each can be found in the following sections. In each results table, 

there is a simple colour coding used for results. Where the values do not conform to the normal network 

operation / design and would require additional remedial work to resolve have been highlighted in red. 

Where the values do not conform to the normal network operation / design but are not significant 

enough to require additional remedial work these have been highlighted in yellow. Other results are left 

in white. 

The most important checks were for the conversion of the thermal demands, pressures below minimum 

system design pressure and velocities above current operational / design maximum velocity. Minimum 

system design pressure for low pressure distribution in the UK is 21mbarg. Maximum system operational 

/ design velocity for low pressure distribution in the UK is 40m/s for filtered natural gas. Currently there 

is no maximum system operational / design velocity for low pressure hydrogen distribution in the UK and 

therefore the checks have had to assume that velocities exceeding the current maximum for natural gas 

could be an issue. 

Following the table in each section there are more details for the most significant erroneous results. 

As the percentage difference between the natural gas thermal demand and the converted hydrogen model 

thermal demand is very low in all the model conversions, DNV GL can state that the networks have been 

converted to hydrogen in accordance with the basic guide in Appendix A.  
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5.1 Cadent Liverpool 

5.1.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 

 

  

IDN Cadent

Modelled area Liverpool

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name H21_MULTI_LFZ_LIVERPOOL_MERGED_H2_v11_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 330,540

Number of sources 288

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23 Low source pressures in the base model

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 70

Min pressure (mbarg) 19.66 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 108 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 76.4 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 4 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 46

Smallest diameter (mm) 11.15 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 16 PE small diameters in the base model

Pipe efficiency max 0.97

Pipe efficiency min 0.86

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 330,540

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 295,582
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5.1.1.1 Example low pressure 
The natural gas base model has 108 nodes with pressures less than the minimum system pressure of 21 

mbarg, with the lowest calculated pressure being 19.66 mbarg at node 74041401504027, highlighted in 

the figure below: 

 

This and most of the other poor pressures in this model are mainly due to relatively large demand at the 

end of a single supply pipe which is most likely due to incorrect demand assignment or possible pipe 

data issues and therefore of little concern. Also it was noted in the conversion process notes that single 

node or cul-de-sac pressure issues were to be ignored at this stage of the process if they were above 19 

mbarg as in the above example. 
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5.1.1.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the natural gas base model is 76.4 m/s on pipe 

2bf9486d020a4c54c17ddcc339ad6c03, highlighted in the figure below. The pipe is a proposed 180PE 

insertion and is a short link between two 600DI mains and could be resolved using a larger open cut pipe 

in line with the connecting pipes. In total, there are four pipes with velocities exceeding 40 m/s on the 

natural gas base model all of which are shown as insertion pipes in the REPEX model but should be open 

cut with a larger diameter to alleviate the velocity infringements. 

 

5.1.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model is 16 mm PE. 

There is a low source pressure (DG setting) on the model of 23mbarg. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.1.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 

 

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name H21_MULTI_LFZ_LIVERPOOL_MERGED_H2_v13_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 1,017,561.92

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 70.08

Min pressure (mbarg) 14.31 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 8611 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 233.5 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 119 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 1183

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 1,017,562

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 295,744

Compared to energy of NG model of 295,582

Difference 162

% difference 0.05%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.1.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  

 

   

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name H21_MULTI_LFZ_LIVERPOOL_MERGED_H2_v27_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 1,017,561.92

Number of sources 289

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23 Low source pressures in the final model

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 70.08

Min pressure (mbarg) 16.28 Low pressure issues in the final model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 329 Low pressure issues in the final model

Max velocity (m/s) 78.8

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 0 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 0 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 97 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 1080

Smallest diameter (mm) 11.15 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 16 PE small diameters in the final model

Maximum efficiency 0.97

Minimum efficiency 0.86

Length of mains 3500653.41

Length of Metallic mains 243927.18

Percentage of Metallic mains 6.97%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 1,017,561.92

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 295,744

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 295,582

Difference (GJ/d) 162

% difference 0.05%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.1.3.1 Example low pressure 

The fully reinforced hydrogen model has 329 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest 

calculated pressure being 16.28 mbarg at node 76040100203634. The area of low pressures 

incorporating this node is illustrated in the figure below; all highlighted nodes have a pressure of less 

than 21 mbarg: 

 

In this example, there are two clusters of nodes which have the low pressures which are caused by the 

upstream insertion from the REPEX that maybe should be changed to a larger open cut size. The length 

of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.1.3.2 Example high velocity 

The fully reinforced hydrogen model has 97 pipes with velocities exceeding 40 m/s. Most of these are 

short pipes either directly out of a DG or connecting between larger mains some of which were inserted 

under the REPEX solution and therefore should be changed to a larger open cut. The length of pipe 

concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.1.3.3 Other observations from the checks 

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 16 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases especially as some are cross connections between larger 

mains. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen 

conversion. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

There is a low source pressure on the model of 23mbarg.  

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.2 Cadent Manchester 

5.2.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

  

IDN Cadent

Modelled area Manchester

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name H21_MANCHESTER_LP_NG_V5_Ver1.mdb

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 783,837

Number of sources 429

Max source pressure (mbarg) 65

Min source pressure (mbarg) 24 Low source pressures in the base model

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 9 9 are sources at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 65

Min pressure (mbarg) 19.99 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 1000 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 59.5 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 5 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 75

Smallest diameter (mm) 11.15 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 16 PE small diameters in the base model

Pipe efficiency max 0.97

Pipe efficiency min 0.86

Number of regulators / stations 2

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 783,837

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 700,939
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5.2.1.1 Example low pressure 

The natural gas base model has 1000 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest 

calculated pressure being 19.99 mbarg at node 2805036, highlighted in the figure below: 

 

This and most of the other poor pressures in this model are mainly due to a high demand at the end of a 

small diameter (63 mm in the case above) single supply pipe which is most likely due to incorrect 

demand assignment or possible pipe data issues and is therefore of little concern. Also it was noted in 

the conversion process notes that single node or cul-de-sac pressure issues were to be ignored at this 

stage of the process if they were above 19 mbarg as in the above example. 
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5.2.1.2 Example high velocity 

The highest velocity on the model is 59.5 m/s at pipe b7617f8dda156d51a726dafe61788005, highlighted 

in the figure below. The pipe is 63 mm PE and is a short link between a 250mm pipe and a 10” pipe so 

should be a larger pipe in line with the connecting pipes. In total there are five pipes with velocities that 

exceed 40 m/s, all of which are smaller diameter pipes in between larger diameter connecting pipes and 

should be open cut with a larger diameter to alleviate the velocity infringements. 

 

 

5.2.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model is 16 mm PE. 

There are 9 District Governors that are at maximum capacity. 

There is a low source pressure on the model of 24mbarg. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.2.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name H21_MANCHESTER_LP_H2_V8a_Ver1.mdb

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 2,415,473.23

Max source pressure (mbarg) 65

Min source pressure (mbarg) 24

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one supply at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 65

Min pressure (mbarg) 14.24 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 18947 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 173.9 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 251 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 2588

Number of regulators / stations 2

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 2,415,473

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 702,033

Compared to energy of NG model of 700,939

Difference 1,095

% difference 0.16%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.2.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

   

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name H21_MANCHESTER_LP_H2_V10.3_Ver1.mdb

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 2,415,476.66

Number of sources 438

Max source pressure (mbarg) 65

Min source pressure (mbarg) 30

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one supply at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 65

Min pressure (mbarg) 19

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 1426

Max velocity (m/s) 100

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 0

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 17 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 241 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 2321

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.2 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE

Maximum efficiency 0.97

Minimum efficiency 0.86

Length of mains 7902295.74

Length of Metallic mains 661563.51

Percentage of Metallic mains 8.37%

Number of regulators / stations 2

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 2,415,476.66

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 702,034

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 700,939

Difference (GJ/d) 1,096

% difference 0.16%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.2.3.1 Example low pressure 

The fully reinforced hydrogen model has 1426 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest 

calculated pressure being 19 mbarg at node 66602555, highlighted in the figure below amongst other 

nodes with pressures of less than 21 mbarg. 

 

The low pressures in this section could be attributed to the small diameter (63 mm and 90 mm) 

compared to the 6” diameter pipework upstream and it is therefore recommended that the pipe be 

changed to a larger open cut size. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the 

final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.2.3.2 Example high velocity 

The fully reinforced hydrogen model has 241 pipes with velocities exceeding 40 m/s. Most of these are 

short pipes either directly out of a DG or connecting between larger mains some of which were inserted 

under the REPEX solution and therefore should be changed to a larger open cut. The length of pipe 

concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.2.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases especially as some are cross connections between larger 

mains. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen 

conversion. 

There is one DG that is at maximum capacity but all DGs should be redesigned for the increase in 

network flows. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.3 NGN Hull 

5.3.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

  

IDN NGN

Modelled area West Yorkshire

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name Hull LP NG.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 183,431

Number of sources 239

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 2 2 are sources at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 16 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 22 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 39.2

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 0

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 28

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.2 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE small diameters in the base model

Pipe efficiency max 1 Efficiencies above 0.98 (new pipe)

Pipe efficiency min 0.86

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 183,431

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 164,032
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5.3.1.1 Example low pressure 
The natural gas base model has 22 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest calculated 

pressure being 16 mbarg at node BE 20002190000438. The section of pipework including this node is 

illustrated below, all highlighted nodes have pressures less than 21 mbarg. 

 

The low pressures in this section are attributed to the small diameter (63 mm) upstream pipework and it is 

therefore recommended that the pipe be changed to a larger open cut size. The length of pipe concerned 

is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.3.1.2 Example high velocity 
There are no high velocity pipes in this model. 

5.3.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE. 

There are 2 District Governors that are at maximum capacity. 

There are efficiencies in the model greater than the new pipe value of 0.98. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 
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5.3.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

 

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name Hull LP Initial Hydrogen.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 564,347.30

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 source at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 6 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 6022 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 111.2 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 115 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 969

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 564,347

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 164,022

Compared to energy of NG model of 164,032

Difference -10

% difference -0.01%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.3.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  

 

   

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name Hull LP Hydrogen fully Reinforced.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 564,347.90

Number of sources 239

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 27.5

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one supply at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 17.2

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 159 plus an additional 6 nodes which are isolated

Max velocity (m/s) 104.4 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 0

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 12 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 95 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 901

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.2 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE small diameters in the final model

Maximum efficiency 1 Efficiencies above 0.98 (new pipe)

Minimum efficiency 0.86

Length of mains 2024716.31

Length of Metallic mains 112123.67

Percentage of Metallic mains 5.54%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 564,347.90

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 164,022

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 164,032

Difference (GJ/d) -9

% difference -0.01%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.3.3.1 Example low pressure 

Across the fully reinforced hydrogen model there are 159 nodes with pressures below 21 mbarg. The 

minimum pressure on the system is 17.2 mbarg at nodes HE 20001390000505 and HE 20001303390070 

highlighted in the figure below. 

 

The low pressures in this section can be attributed to the small diameter (63 mm) pipework along this 

section and it is therefore recommended that the pipe be changed to a larger open cut size. The length 

of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion.  

5.3.3.2 Example high velocity 

The highest velocities observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model are on pipes WH 

200012P0024398, WH 200012P0010537 and WH 200012P0010536, highlighted in the figure below, with 

velocities above 100 m/s. 

 

This pipe is a relatively short pipe directly out of a DG and it is recommended to be changed to a larger 

open cut. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the 

hydrogen conversion. 

In total there are 12 pipes exceeding 80 m/s and 95 pipes exceeding 40 m/s across the system.  
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5.3.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

There is one DG that is at maximum capacity but all DGs should be redesigned for the increase in 

network flows. 

There are efficiencies in the model greater than the new pipe value of 0.98. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 
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5.4 NGN Teesside 

5.4.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

  

IDN NGN

Modelled area Teeside

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name b00TeesideLP Merge1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 250,425

Number of sources 218

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one source at maxium capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 19.2 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 4 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 37.7 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 0 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 22

Smallest diameter (mm) 20.1 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 25 PE small diameters in the base model

Pipe efficiency max 1 Efficiencies above 0.98 (new pipe)

Pipe efficiency min 0.8

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 250,425

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 223,940
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5.4.1.1 Example low pressure 
The natural gas base model has four nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest 

calculated pressure being 19.2 mbarg at node HA 68104690000711, highlighted in the figure below: 

 

This low pressure can be attributed to the small diameter (63 mm PE) pipe along the length of this 

section and it is therefore recommended to be changed to a larger open cut. The length of pipe 

concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. Also it was 

noted in the conversion process notes that single node or cul-de-sac pressure issues were to be ignored 

at this stage of the process if they were above 19 mbarg as in the above example. 

5.4.1.2 Example high velocity 

There are no velocities in this model exceeding the maximum of 40m/s. 

5.4.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 25 mm PE. 

There is one DG that is at maximum capacity. 

There are efficiencies in the model greater than the new pipe value of 0.98. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 
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5.4.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name b03TeesideLP_Hydrogen.mdb

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 764,411.50

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 8 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 6648 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 115.8 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 96 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 1100

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 764,412

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 222,169

Compared to energy of NG model of 223,940

Difference -1,772

% difference -0.79%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Adequate flow conversion
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5.4.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

 

  

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name b05TeesideLP_Hydrogen_DGs_Raised_by_10_percent_Remediations.mdb

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 766,371.00

Number of sources 221

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 27.5

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 21.3

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 0

Max velocity (m/s) 69.3 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 0

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 0

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 24

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 238

Smallest diameter (mm) 20.1 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 25 PE small diameters in the final model

Maximum efficiency 1 Efficiencies above 0.98 (new pipe)

Minimum efficiency 0.8

Length of mains 2881304.39

Length of Metallic mains 208521.47

Percentage of Metallic mains 7.24%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 766,371.00

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 222,738

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 223,940

Difference (GJ/d) -1,202

% difference -0.54%

Flow Conversion Conclusion

Adequate flow 

conversion
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5.4.3.1 Example low pressure 
 

Across the fully reinforced hydrogen model there are 8 nodes with pressures below 21 mbarg. The 

minimum pressure on the system is 19.7 mbarg at nodes HA 68104604600784 and surrounding nodes 

highlighted in the figure below. T 

 

The low pressures in this area can be attributed to the small diameter pipework along this section and 

the low elevations. it is therefore recommended that the pipes be changed to a larger open cut size. The 

length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen 

conversion. 
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5.4.3.2 Example high velocity 
The highest velocities observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model are 69.3 and 68.3 m/s on pipes 

EC 687011P0001149 and EC 687011P0001150 respectively, highlighted in the figure below: 

 

 

These high velocities are attributed to the smaller diameter (180 mm PE) pipes directly out of the DG 

compared to the larger diameter (350 mm PE) pipes downstream and therefore should be changed to a 

larger open cut. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the 

hydrogen conversion. 

In total there are 24 pipes with velocities above 40 m/s. 

5.4.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 25 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

There are efficiencies in the model greater than the new pipe value of 0.98. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 
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5.5 NGN West Yorkshire 

5.5.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

  

IDN NGN

Modelled area West Yorkshire

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name WestYorkshire+TadcasterLPMerge-NG_StartingPoint_Final.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 1,066,178

Number of sources 781

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 9.9 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 421 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 51.7 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 3 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 110

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.2 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE

Pipe efficiency max 0.98

Pipe efficiency min 0.2 Very low efficiencies in the base model

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 1,066,178

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 953,419
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5.5.1.1 Example low pressure 
The natural gas base model has 421 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest observed 

pressure being 9.9 mbarg at node Wakefield 20001990008523. The section of pipework including this 

node is illustrated below, all highlighted nodes have pressures less than 21 mbarg. 

 

The low pressures on this cluster of nodes are caused by the upstream insertion from the REPEX that 

maybe should be changed to a larger open cut size. The length of pipe concerned is not significant 

enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

5.5.1.2 Example high velocity 

The highest velocity observed on the base model is 51.7 m/s on pipe Halifax 220112P0012262 

highlighted in the figure below: 

 

This high velocity is attributed to the small diameter (63 mm PE) of this pipe whereas the adjoining pipes 

are 125 and 300 mm PE. On this model there are a total of three pipes with velocities exceeding 40 m/s. 

5.5.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE. 

There are also pipes in the model with low efficiencies, the section of pipework highlighted in the figure 

below has an efficiency of 0.295. 
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There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

 

5.5.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
 

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name WestYorkshireAndTadcasterLPMerge-Hydrogen_StartingPoint_Final.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 3,279,938.40

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) -2 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 28057 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 148.5 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 493 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 6611

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 3,279,938

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 953,281

Compared to energy of NG model of 953,419

Difference -138

% difference -0.01%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.5.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

 

  

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 3,279,938.00

Number of sources 783

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 25

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 18.7

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 20 plus an additional 20 nodes which are isolated

Max velocity (m/s) 146.9

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 3 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 29 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 397 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 5853

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.2 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE

Maximum efficiency 0.98

Minimum efficiency 0.295 Very low efficiencies in the final model

Length of mains 11763156.22

Length of Metallic mains 1184340.87

Percentage of Metallic mains 10.07%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 3,279,938.00

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 953,281

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 953,419

Difference (GJ/d) -138

% difference -0.01%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion

WestYorkshireLPMerge-Hydrogen_StartingPointV3+Tadcaster-
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5.5.3.1 Example low pressure 

The fully reinforced hydrogen model has 10 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest 

calculated pressure being 19.2 mbarg at node SpenValleyLP 22011090032433, highlighted in the figure 

below: 

 

This node is at the end of a small diameter (32 mm PE) pipe which should be changed to a larger open 

cut size to improve the pressure. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the 

final costings for the hydrogen conversion. Also it was noted in the conversion process notes that single 

node or cul-de-sac pressure issues were to be ignored at this stage of the process if they were above 19 

mbarg as in the above example. 

5.5.3.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model is 146.9 m/s on pipe Aire 

220105P0012836, highlighted in the figure below: 

 

This is a short pipe directly from a DG and has a smaller diameter than the downstream pipe and 

therefore should be changed to a larger open cut. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough 

to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

In total there are three pipes with velocities exceeding 120 m/s and 29 exceeding 80 m/s. 
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5.5.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

As with the natural gas base model, there is an area of pipework with efficiencies of 0.295. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 
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5.6 SGN Bournemouth 

5.6.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

 

5.6.1.1 Example low pressure 
The minimum pressure of 20.96 is only just below the minimum value and therefore of no concern. 

  

IDN SGN

Modelled area Bournemouth

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name G48_821080_Bournemouth_FY5_Tier1_PE_NGReinfsv2.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 133,426

Number of sources 106

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23.23 Low source pressures in the base model

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one supply at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 70

Min pressure (mbarg) 20.96 Low pressure issue in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 1 Low pressure issue in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 49.5 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 3 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 32

Smallest diameter (mm) 20.15 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 25 PE

Pipe efficiency max 0.98

Pipe efficiency min 0.79

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 133,426

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 119,315
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5.6.1.2 Example high velocity 
The maximum velocity observed on the natural gas base model is 49.5 m/s on pipe PI0087890008789, 

highlighted in the figure below. This pipe has a smaller diameter (2”) than the adjoining pipes (180 mm 

PE) and therefore should be changed to a larger open cut. The length of pipe concerned is not significant 

enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

 

5.6.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 25 mm PE. 

There is a low source pressure on the model of 23.23mbarg. 

There is one DG that is at maximum capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.6.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name G48_821080_Bournemouth_FY5_Tier1_PE_NGReinfs_H2Converted.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 410,512.18

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23.23

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 70

Min pressure (mbarg) 14.44 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 6135 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 161 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 98 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 904

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 410,512

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 119,311

Compared to energy of NG model of 119,315

Difference -3

% difference 0.00%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.6.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

 

5.6.3.1 Example low pressure 
The minimum pressure of 20.65 is only just below the minimum value and therefore of no concern. 

5.6.3.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model is 154.4 m/s on pipe 

PI0087890008789 as illustrated in the current natural gas model above.  

In total there are three pipes with velocities exceeding 120 m/s, and 11 exceeding 80 m/s.  

  

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name 821080_Bournemouth_FY5_Tier1_PE_NGReinfs_H2Converted_Plus5mbar.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 410,512.18

Number of sources 106

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 23.23 Low source pressures in the base model

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 70

Min pressure (mbarg) 20.65

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 6

Max velocity (m/s) 154.4 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 3 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 11 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 95 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 870

Smallest diameter (mm) 20.15 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 25 PE

Maximum efficiency 0.98

Minimum efficiency 0.79

Length of mains 1063994.14

Length of Metallic mains 192117.78

Percentage of Metallic mains 18.06%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 410,512.18

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 119,311

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 119,315

Difference (GJ/d) -3

% difference 0.00%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.6.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 25 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.7 SGN Edinburgh 

5.7.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 

 

 

  

IDN SGN

Modelled area Edinburgh

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name G48_643005_Edinburgh_FY5_Tier1_PE_NG Reinfsv4.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 258,252

Number of sources 119

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 30

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 18.88 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 14 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 45.4 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 1 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 11

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.15 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE small diameters in the base model

Pipe efficiency max 0.98

Pipe efficiency min 0.86

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 258,252

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 230,939
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5.7.1.1 Example low pressure 
The natural gas base model has 14 nodes with pressures less than 21 mbarg, with the lowest observed 

pressure being 18.88 mbarg at node 64300500454530. The section of pipework including this node is 

illustrated below, all highlighted nodes have pressures less than 21 mbarg. 

 

The low pressure is due to a large demand on the end of a 63mm PE pipe that maybe should be changed 

to a larger open cut size. The length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final 

costings for the hydrogen conversion. 

 

5.7.1.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the natural gas base model is 45.4 m/s on pipe 0650130054, 

highlighted in the figure below. The pipe is a short link with diameter 90 mm PE between 316 mm PE 

pipes and really should be a larger open cut pipe in line with the connecting pipes to alleviate the 

velocity infringement. 

 

5.7.1.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE. 
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There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 

5.7.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name G48_643005_Edinburgh_FY5_Tier1_PE_NG ReinfsH2Converted.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 794,565.63

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 26.7

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75.02

Min pressure (mbarg) 12.22 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 5712 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 132.8 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 83 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 989

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 794,566

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 230,933

Compared to energy of NG model of 230,939

Difference -6

% difference 0.00%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.7.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

 

5.7.3.1 Example low pressure 

The minimum pressure of 19.87mbarg is only just below the minimum value and therefore of little 

concern. 

5.7.3.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model is 137.4 m/s on pipe 

0650130054, which as detailed in the natural gas model section, is a 90 mm PE pipe between 316 mm 

PE pipes and should be open cut to a larger size. 

In addition to this one pipe exceeding 120 m/s, there are six pipes exceeding 80 m/s.  

  

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name G48_643005_Edinburgh_FY5_Tier1_PE_NG Reinfs_H2Converted_39mbar_H2Reinfsv3.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 794,555.87

Number of sources 119

Max source pressure (mbarg) 75

Min source pressure (mbarg) 30

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 75

Min pressure (mbarg) 19.87

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 1 plus an additional 11 nodes which are isolated

Max velocity (m/s) 137.4 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 1 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 6 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 85 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 958

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.15 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE small diameters in the final model

Maximum efficiency 0.98

Minimum efficiency 0.86

Length of mains 1405575.18

Length of Metallic mains 94617.3

Percentage of Metallic mains 6.73%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 794,555.87

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 230,930

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 230,939

Difference (GJ/d) -9

% difference 0.00%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.7.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.8 WWU Cardiff 

5.8.1 Natural gas Base Model (Volumetric) 
 

 

  

IDN WWU

Modelled area Cardiff

Pressure tier LP

Natural gas base model (Volumetric)

Model name 420009_CARDIFF_FY5_Tier 1_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from Synergi report 163,093

Number of sources 81

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 57.77

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 1 one supply at max capacity

Max pressure (mbarg) 60.82

Min pressure (mbarg) 29.21 Low pressure issues in the base model

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 0 Low pressure issues in the base model

Max velocity (m/s) 43.6 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 2 High velocities in the base model

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 26

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.15 small diameters in the base model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE

Pipe efficiency max 0.97

Pipe efficiency min 0.86 Very low efficiencies in the base model

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of NG (MJ/m3) 37.26

Energy flow balance:

NG model total flow (scmh) 163,093

at 37.26

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 145,845
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5.8.1.1 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the natural gas base model is 43.6 m/s on pipe Pipe057463dan7, 

highlighted in the figure below. This 63 mm PE pipe joins a 15” CI to a 12” DI and should therefore be 

replaced with a larger diameter pipe to reduce the velocity. This could also be a GIS error that has been 

included in the model. 

 

Aside from this pipe, there is one another three pipe with a velocity above 40 m/s. Pipe Pipe047771dan7 

illustrated in the figure below has a velocity of 42.6 m/s. This 75 mm PE pipe crosses a tee junction 

between two 180mm PE and should therefore be replaced with 180mm PE. This could also be a GIS error 

that has been included in the model. 
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5.8.1.2 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE. 

Minimum source pressure is 57.77mbarg. 

There is one DG that is at maximum capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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5.8.2 H2 Base Model (Thermal) 
  

  

H2 base model (thermal)

Model name 420009_CARDIFF_FY5_Tier 1 - Hydrogen_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 497,608.59

Max source pressure (mbarg) 60

Min source pressure (mbarg) 60

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 62.6

Min pressure (mbarg) 8.01 Low pressures expected after conversion

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 670 Low pressures expected after conversion

Max velocity (m/s) 524.8 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 116 High velocities expected after conversion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 1210

Number of regulators / stations 0

Settings for NG to H2 conversion:

CV of H2 (MJ/m3) 12.11

Energy flow balance:

H2 model total flow (scmh) 497,609

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 144,625

Compared to energy of NG model of 145,845

Difference -1,220

% difference -0.84%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Adequate flow conversion
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5.8.3 Fully Reinforced H2 Model  
 

 

 

  

Fully reinforced H2 model

Model name 420009_CARDIFF_FY5_Tier 1 - Hydrogen - Reinforced - MOP 70mb_Ver1.MDB

Opens yes

Balances yes

Issues General:

Model results and observations:

Total model demand/supply (scmh) from report 501,876.68

Number of sources 81

Max source pressure (mbarg) 70

Min source pressure (mbarg) 70

Number of fixed flow supplies (Known flow supplies) 0

Max pressure (mbarg) 72.61

Min pressure (mbarg) 14.68 Low pressure issues

Nodes at less than 21 mbarg 3

Max velocity (m/s) 135.5

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 120 m/s 2 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 80 m/s 8 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 40 m/s 112 High velocities may cause pipe erosion

Number of pipes with velocities greater than 20 m/s 1170

Smallest diameter (mm) 15.15 small diameters in the final model

Smallest pipe details 20 PE

Maximum efficiency 0.97

Minimum efficiency 0.86

Length of mains 1562852.46

Length of Metallic mains 94933.03

Percentage of Metallic mains 6.07%

Number of regulators / stations 0

Energy flow balance:

H2 model source flow total (scmh) 501,876.68

at 12.11

which gives an energy per day of (GJ/d) 145,865

Compared to energy of NG model (GJ/d) 145,845

Difference (GJ/d) 21

% difference 0.01%

Flow Conversion Conclusion Good flow conversion
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5.8.3.1 Example low pressure 

The natural gas base model has 3 nodes with pressures less than 21mbarg, with the lowest calculated 

pressure being 14.68mbarg at node 42000900031273dan7, highlighted in the figure below: 

 

This node has a large demand is at the end of a 63 mm PE pipe which intern is supplied through a 75 

mm PE which is generating the pressure drop. This should be changed to a larger open cut size to 

improve the pressure like the 125 mm PE pipe that is downstream of this 75 mm PE pipe. This may be a 

GIS error and that the pipe is already 125mm PE which will correct all three minimum pressures in the 

model to be above the 21mbarg minimum and then give the minimum pressure to 23.31mbarg. The 

length of pipe concerned is not significant enough to affect the final costings for the hydrogen 

conversion. 

5.8.3.2 Example high velocity 

The maximum velocity observed on the fully reinforced hydrogen model is 135.5 m/s on pipe 

Pipe057463dan7 as observed in the natural gas base model. 

In total, there are two pipes with velocities exceeding 120 m/s, and 8 exceeding 80 m/s.  

5.8.3.3 Other observations from the checks  

The smallest diameter pipework on the model of 20 mm PE may highlight a cause for concern if the 

amount of gas demand on the system increases. 

Minimum source pressure is 70mbarg. 

There are no low source pressures on the model. 

All District Governors were within capacity. 

Pipe efficiencies are within normal range. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Demand Migration 

The demand migration on all the LP network models was within an error of ±0.9% and therefore they 

were converted to hydrogen as per the basic guide in Appendix A. 

6.2 Hydrogen Gas Settings 

All models have been converted correctly from natural gas to hydrogen in accordance with the basic 

guide in Appendix A. The gas properties of both models are as follows: 

 

Property Natural Gas Hydrogen 

Heat Content 37.26 12.11 

Specific Gravity 0.60 0.07 

Viscosity 0.01038 0.0086 

 

6.3 System Velocities 

To supply the customer’s energy requirements the volume of gas delivered to each customer would need 

to be tripled as the heat content per cubic metre of hydrogen is a third of that of natural gas. This would 

mean that the velocities seen at peak demand conditions would also have to increase by this ratio to 

deliver the power requirements of the customers. Currently in the UK we have a design velocity 

maximum of 40m/s for natural gas (about 144km/h or 90mph). The reason for this limit is due to the 

risk of pipe erosion due to any dirt particulates in the pipes being picked up and being turned into 

projectiles. For known dusty natural gas pipelines this is reduced to 20m/s. Therefore, a natural gas pipe 

near the 40m/s limit will now be closer to 120m/s (430km/h or 270mph). However, hydrogen is less 

dense than natural gas and therefore may require a higher velocity to be able to lift dirt from the pipe 

inner surface. Also, erosion velocities of pure gas are related to the square-root of one over the gas 

density which would mean that a 40m/s of natural gas would equate to about 117m/s for hydrogen but 

the inclusion of dust may significantly change this value. The assessment of a maximum acceptable 

design pipe velocities is something that should be investigated fully before any networks are converted 

from natural gas to pure hydrogen.  

Recommendations/conclusions relating to the increase in velocities due to the conversion from natural 

gas to hydrogen are:-  

1) There is a need to investigate the pickup velocities of hydrogen and subsequent PE erosion to 

define a maximum design velocity for hydrogen PE networks.  This is a fundamental piece of 

work that needs to be undertaken to allow for the updating of network design and maintenance 

criteria. 

2) Assess the cost of increasing the capacity of the network to reduce maximum velocity.  Some 

increase in capacity will occur naturally as part of the network sectorisation and conversion 

process as additional mains and DGs are added to maintain robust back/forward feeds. 

3) Some of the mains subject to high velocities are DG outlets (e.g. West Yorkshire LP – 50m of the 

78m of mains above 80 m/s are DG outlets and in 13 out of 15 cases the velocity in the trunk 

main drops below 40 m/s with the remaining 2 cases dropping to below 47 m/s.  In addition it is 

probable that gas coming out of a DG would be dust free. 
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4) At a local level investigate the GIS data and therefore the model are correct and not a digital 

error.  For West Yorkshire LP 24m of the 78m of main above 80 m/s are proposed as mains 

record errors, e.g. small diameter pipe between two much larger diameter pipes with an 

adjacent stub off of the small diameter which may have “bled” across onto the trunk main 

records. 

6.4 Metallic Pipes 

All the network models contained metallic mains in both the REPEX natural gas and the reinforced 

hydrogen models. The percentage of metallic mains by length ranged from 4.42% to a maximum of 

17.80%.  The UK GDNs/DNV GL/HSL are currently (2019) carrying out an NIC project into determining 

the leakage rates of hydrogen in a range of existing network assets including metallic pipes and this will 

clarify what population of the remaining metallic mains could need to be subject to some sort of 

remediation (e.g. replacement).  

6.5 Pipe Efficiencies 

Most of the final hydrogen models had pipe efficiencies that were within normal ranges except: 

• Hull – maximum of 1.00 

• Teesside – maximum of 1.00 

• West Yorkshire – minimum of 0.295 

The above values are out of normal expected ranges in a validated network.  There may be legitimate 

reasons for the variance but this should be confirmed. 

6.6 System Supplies 

All the networks contained sources within the normal operating range for LP of between 24mbarg and 

75mbarg except: 

• Liverpool – minimum source pressure of 23mbarg 

• Bournemouth - minimum source pressure of 23.23mbarg 

The above are out of normal expected ranges but it is noted that there may be legitimate reasons for the 

variance. 

6.7 Network Pressures 

All the networks contained node pressures within the normal operating range for LP of between 19mbarg 

(minimum for cul-de-sac in the basic guide) and 75mbarg except: 

• Liverpool – minimum pressure of 16.28mbarg 

• Hull – minimum pressure of 17.2mbarg 

• West Yorkshire – minimum pressure of 18.7mbarg 

• Cardiff - minimum pressure of 14.68mbarg (23.31mbarg with pipe correction) 

The above is out of normal expected ranges and there may be legitimate reasons for the variance which 

should be confirmed. These reasons could be incorrect pipe sizes in the GIS or incorrect placement of 

demands. Rectification of the above would only require small changes to the network models and 

therefore no impact on the overall conversion costing. 
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6.8 Small Pipe Diameters 

All the networks contained small pipe diameters less than the minimum insertion size outlined in the 

basic guide in Appendix A of PE40. In some cases, as small as PE15.  

The above is below normal insertion size range and there may be legitimate reasons for the variance. 

6.9 Summary 

The conversion of the network models from natural gas to hydrogen has been undertaken correctly in all 

the low-pressure models provided for the audit. There is some concern in relation to the remaining 

metallic mains and high velocities which may require more analysis work to remove the possible issues. 
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APPENDIX A 

The document below is an NGN description of the H21 Hydrogen Modelling process. 

Appendix A - Basic guide to H21 Hydrogen modelling – 
production of models, conversion and sector analysis 

This document summarises the steps involved in the conversion of natural gas Synergi models to model 

hydrogen as the supply gas.  It also details the process for creating merged models for areas which extend 

across more than one model, the reinforcement process suggested for deriving costs for input into the H21 

project and the analysis required for the sector isolation / conversion / restoration process.  The latter will 

have an input into the “real world” conversion process to aid in the estimation of conversion costs, 

timescales and workforce requirements and may also be used as a template within the GDNs for their 

conversion projects. 

All of the above results will feed into the H21 report but will also potentially be useful to all GDN as they 

put forward their RIIO/GD2 submissions as, should the hydrogen conversion process obtain government, 

Ofgem, HSE etc. approval, there will be substantial costs in the pre-conversion work that are as yet not 

provisioned for within their business planning. 

Apologies if any of the following is pretty basic – I have written this both as a guide to the NIA hydrogen 

modelling project and to aid future modelling of the conversion process which might take place well in the 

future where the network analysts involved may not be as experienced.  No insult is intended and 

hopefully none taken – although you can have a go at me when we next meet up! 

1) Production of REPEX based models 
The hydrogen models are to be based, as close as feasible, on the configuration of the post 2032 REPEX 

completed network.  This is because the start of large city conversions is likely to commence at the end of 

the 2020s or beginning of the 2030s due to the lead time for the legislative process, preparatory works, 

hydrogen production/storage/transmission infrastructure construction etc. by which time the REPEX 

workload should have been completed.  An additional reason for using the post REPEX based models is 

that modelling on hydrogen results in lower pressures due to the reduced energy content of hydrogen vs 

natural gas and therefore it is important to model the additional reinforcement that will be required on 

the REPEX model vs the current network models so that these additional costs can be provided to the H21 

project and the appropriate people within each GDN. 

If you do not have REPEX models currently it is suggested that an approximate model be created by 

replacing all the T1 mains on the model using the multiple edit process.  The process shown below is not 

hugely time consuming (approximately half an hour) but requires some concentration and a steady hand 

and you may prefer to automate it via scripting etc. (but this is out of my comfort zone and I prefer the old 

fashioned method!) 

Recommended replacement sizes for T1 insertion are as per the table below – they are the conservative 

sizing.  In reality larger diameters could be used for some replacement sizes (e.g. 140mm in 6”) but that is 

up to each GDN depending on how easy they find it is to convince their contractors to use close fit, pipe 

bursting or other insertion techniques.  For the H21 project if you are building REPEX models from scratch I 

would recommend the conservative approach unless you prefer to be a bit more “aggressive” in your 

sizing. 
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Metallic size Insertion PE size / mm 

2” 40 SDR 11 

3” 63 SDR 13.6 

4” / 100mm and 5” 90 SDR 17.6 

6” / 150mm 125 SDR 17.6 

7” 140 SDR 17.6 

8” / 200mm 180 SDR 17.6 

 

Care should be taken to ensure that all iron pipes of both equivalent imperial and metric sizes are changed 

(e.g. 4” and 100mm). 

Using Multiple Edit to change pipes 

Important first stage - Facilities, Pipes and sort by Diameter with smallest at the top (this puts the mains in 

increasing order of internal diameter).   

Then use the Material filter to select in turn CI, DI and then SI, e.g. to change all 2” CI to 40mm PE -  

Filter on Material = CI.  Select all 2” CI by clicking on first relevant pipe and shift click on last relevant pipe 

by looking for the end of closely matching internal diameters.  Right click in blue highlighted area and 

Select on Map (very important to do this and also not to select another item (pipe, node etc.) until you 

have made all the relevant changes as this has set up your Selected Objects group). 

 

 

Click on Warehouse Tab and select relevant Default New Lay PE size – in this example 40 PE SDR11, right 

click and Apply to Selected Objects.  This changes the pipes to 40mm PE. 

To change other details for these pipes (you could use new pipe symbols (useful if you going to upsize 

these in the reinforcement process which follows), add text to the description, prepend pipe names etc. 

mainly to allow for auditing and tracking) use the Multiple Edit process – either via the Edit, Multiple Edit 
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menu or using the  button.  Change any fields you wish – I suggest using the Preview button before 

Commit to sense check the proposed changes. 

Once you have made these changes these pipes should hopefully be removed from the filtered mains list 

when going back to the Facilities tab. 

In a systematic fashion I would recommend leaving the material filter set at one material and changing 

each size band of relevance before moving onto the next material type – e.g., with material filter set at CI 

change 2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 7” and 8” (some of these pipe sizes may not exist or your GDN might have some 

“oddball” sizes between these) before moving onto DI at 2” and so on.  By doing this you will also notice 

any pipes whose description is set at metric equivalent or any pipes where the internal diameter is set 

slightly different to the norm. 

Reinforcement (remediation) of the REPEX model 

Once all of the insertions have been carried out the model should be balanced – this will almost certainly 

result in significant areas with pressures below 21 mbar or below CSEP contract pressures.  It is important 

that the bulk of these poor pressures are resolved prior to conversion to hydrogen so that only the 

additional reinforcement schemes arising from the conversion are identified for input into the H21 project 

and also for GDN information. 

However to prevent too much time being spent on remediating the REPEX model poor pressures, for the 

purposes of the H21 project it is suggested that only areas of more than half a dozen nodes or nodes 

significantly below 21 mbar are brought back within tolerance.  The odd cul-de-sac or network extremity at 

19 mbar can probably be ignored at this stage as the conversion process will result in these areas being 

highlighted again. 

The remediation steps that can be taken are probably in the following order (relating to how 

“comfortable” you feel your GDN REPEX folk are with each process).  

• Raising existing DG outlet pressures to a maximum of 50 mbar for mixed material networks – this 

is suggested on the basis that the post REPEX models will in the majority of cases be significantly 

PE and therefore will not show additional leakage due to pressure increases within the GDN 

leakage modelling process.  If your model still contains a significant metallic content (e.g. greater 

than 10% by length) then maybe your pressure raising should be within the NP37 limit – your call. 

NGN have decided to raise DG outlet pressures on mixed material networks as follows such that 50 

mbar is the maximum pressure 

1) Where original pressure is between 46 and 49 raise to 50 mbar 

2) Where original pressure is 45 mbar or below raise by 10 % to be well within the NP37 

limit. 

All PE networks can be raised to 68 mbar if required (within NGN this seems to be the new 

maximum to allow for slam shut settings etc.). 

The above pressure raises and possible reduction of some globally raised pressures can be 

compared to the original DG pressures by setting up a custom attribute field for nodes called 

something like NG_DG_Settings formatted as Real Number.  Then using multiple edit on Entire 
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Model for Nodes/Supplies, Node Custom Attribute, select NG_DG_Settings if more than one 

available, Copy From, Maximum Boundary Pressure. 

• Consider upsizing the replacement of T1 mains, i.e. open cut.  

• New mains – cross connections or parallel mains etc.  

• The addition of new district governors – this last option is probably only to be used if very large 

areas have pressure problems or if any of the above fail to solve the problem.  

For CSEP pressures which prove difficult to bring back to the contract pressure there is always the option 

to consider renegotiating them – if the contract pressure is above e.g. 28 mbar it could be assumed that 

some renegotiation could take place – it is likely that these pressures will fall upon conversion to hydrogen 

and will need to be revisited as part of that stage. 

The bottom line for this stage is that the REPEX model produced should have almost all of the pressure 

problems resolved prior to the conversion process – as stated above this is to ensure that the 

reinforcement schemes proposed as part of the conversion process reflect as accurately as possible the 

costs associated arising from the hydrogen conversion. 

As a final step it might be prudent to investigate reducing the outlet pressures of some of the DG that were 

globally raised where this can be done without reintroducing low pressures – this will produce a model 

with the minimised increase in ASP and provide a bit of assurance to folk responsible for leakage 

management etc. 

 

2) Model Merging – skip if converting single network models 
This step can be ignored if your conversion models are based upon single Synergi models – it is only 

relevant if you need to merge two or more models to produce a conversion model.  There may also need 

to be a merged MP/IP model to accompany the LP merge model if it is required to supply the full LP. 

Prior to merging it is worth getting a record of the DG flows on the component models.  This is to check 

that the merge process does not significantly alter the flows from the DG – if the boundary conditions have 

been set up correctly for the individual models this should be the case. 

To get a record of DG flows I would suggest exporting the Supplies flows and if required your Regulators 

flows via the Facilities tab, selecting the Supplies or Regulators, making sure the relevant column of data is 

shown (right click in the Column header and Choose Columns if not there), select all via a Ctrl A and send 

to Excel where it can be saved for later comparison. 

Prior to merge 

Balance the natural gas model to ensure everything is OK. 

1) To allow Facilities Colour By to be used to see the boundaries between models used to create a 

merge model (useful for finding boundary conditions, adjacent LP networks fed from the same MP 

etc.) we need to set up a parameter for the Facilities Colour By to use.   

Model data tab, Custom Attributes, Facilities, Pipes 

Then right click, New Custom Attribute, Name = Model ID (or name of your choice but you need to 

use the same text for all models) and Data Type = Text 
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Select all pipes on model via Facilities Tab, Pipes, Select All in Name Field (Ctrl A), Right click and 

Select on Map then populate model name in custom attribute field just created and prepend pipe 

name with model name via 

Edit, Multiple Edit, Model, Facilities, Pipes, Selected Set, Pipe Custom Attribute Text, Criteria = 

Model ID (or the name you chose in step 1)), Set to  =  Model name or number or some way of 

distinguishing these nodes from others in the merge model.  Choosing the correct Criteria is important 

– your model may have other pipe custom attribute fields! 
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The following stages 2) and 3) are necessary to prevent any errors arising should any of your source 

models have either the same node or pipe name – it is unlikely but I still think it worth doing as it also can 

provide data further down the line by giving the additional layer of information as to the source model for 

nodes. 

2) As long as all the pipes selected in the previous stage are still selected (if not select as previously 

shown) prepend the pipe name with model name via 

Edit, Multiple Edit, Model, Facilities, Pipes, Selected Set, Name, Prepend = Model name or 

number or some way of distinguishing these nodes from others in the merge model 
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3) Select all nodes on model Facilities Tab, Nodes, Select All in Name Field (Ctrl A), Right click and 

Select on Map then prepend node name with model name via 

 

Edit, Multiple Edit, Model, Nodes, Selected Set, Name, Prepend = Model name or number or 

some way of distinguishing these nodes from others in the merge model 
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Model merge 

Provided the models have been set up correctly as per the previous steps the merging process is largely 

automated.  The major note of caution here is that if you are producing a very large merged model the 

process might require some significant time and potentially push your computer to the limit (my laptop 

has only 4 GB of memory and this nearly ran into issues with our West Yorkshire merge which has 

approximately 300,000 pipes and nodes.  A tentative recommendation is that it might be worth upgrading 

to 8 GB of RAM if you are using a 64 bit version of Windows - I believe Synergi is a 32 bit application so 

won’t use more than 4 GB but as Windows uses about 2 GB itself the additional RAM gives you the full 4GB 

session).  I tried to produce a Yorkshire merged model and after 9 hours it seemed that my laptop had had 

enough and I had to stop the merge process. 

Ideally the models to be merged should be in the same folder. I would suggest first loading in the largest 

network of the set to be merged.  Then Tools, Subsystem, Merge, No (presuming you have a copy of the 

model saved), Next, click on the Add Model button and go the folder with all the models to be 

merged, select all the models bar the one loaded by either clicking on the first one and shift clicking on the 

last one or holding the Ctrl key and clicking on the individual model names, Open, Merge (you can ignore 

the Next and following steps as long as you have carried out the node and pipe renaming steps given 

earlier as hopefully there should be no error trapping required), Next, Finish.  It is worth saving this model 

now with some name that relates to the merge model area before balancing it in case some error has 

occurred which results in the model crashing. 

Balance the model and hopefully there are no significant errors and the number of warning messages (e.g. 

nodes below 21 mbar etc.) is in line with the total from the individual models. 

You will need to remove boundary conditions (boundary sources, fixed pressures, dummy points loads etc. 

depending on how your GDN models these) and connect the source models together as they are in 

“reality” with the appropriate main – this is where the custom attribute Model ID field is very useful.  The 

Legend, Facilities Color By, Color By, Facilities, Custom Attributes can be used (ensure you select Criteria 
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= Model ID) to show where the boundaries between the component models are to help you locate 

boundary conditions although your models may already have these identified by labels etc. 

 

Once all the boundary conditions are removed and the networks linked together properly the model can 

be saved as the source model for the hydrogen conversion. 

3) Prior to conversion 
DGs 

We need to increase DG capacities to allow for the increased volume of gas required when the model is 

converted to hydrogen.  Therefore we need to export the DG settings for the model as is, load these into 

Excel, multiply the flow constraint by 10 and then reimport.  Note – at the end of analysis work with the 

converted model (i.e. reinforcements, sector isolation/restoration etc.) it will be worthwhile comparing the 

new model flows with the original DG flow constraints to identify how many DG may be out of capacity 

(and by how much) with hydrogen. 

Go to half a dozen DG and note their flow constraint value on the Node, Flow tab – this is worth doing for 

the check carried out down below. 

Select all Supply nodes on model (via Facilities, Nodes, Supplies then Ctrl A all the names, right click and 

Select on Map). 

Export DG flow constraints via File, Export, Exchange File, Next, Select an exchange file to export: Choose 

filename – suggest something along the lines of ModelNameDGOriginalSettings, Save, Next, Next, 

Scope=Selected in Map, Object types = Node, send Flow… to Selected Attributes with right facing blue 

arrow, Check Base Volumetric, Export, Finish. 

This creates a .csv file in the selected folder.  This should be loaded into Excel and the Flow constraint 

multiplied by 10 in the adjacent column, copy these values and paste as values over the top of the original 

flow constraint values, delete the multiply by 10 calculation column and then save this file as the original 

name with something like “multipliedby10” appended to the name so that you now have two files for the 

flow constraints.  This will enable you to restore the constraints back to the original values if/when 
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required.  NOTE! – take care to format the node numbers to numbers – if left as e.g. 25E11 this can result 

in the node numbers being lost which means the next stage does not increase the capacity and will most 

likely result in the model not balancing. If the node numbers were prepended by some sort of text to 

identify the network this will not be a problem. 

Import the DG flow constraints via File, Import, Exchange File, Next, Next, Select an exchange file to 

import: Filenamemultipliedby10, Next (ignore the “Warning – Synergi is unable to change a necessary 

registry key.”), Next, Next, Import, Finish.  It is worth checking that the values have changed for the DG 

noted above.  The value should be 10 fold the original value.  If not it is most likely that the node numbers 

were lost in the multiplying stage in the paragraph above. 

Re-balance the model – pressures, warnings etc. should not have changed unless the original model had 

DG which were out of capacity. 

Regulators 

If your model has regulators on it then we need to ensure that the Utilization Factor for each regulator is 

within the range 0.10 to 0.20 or close to this so that when the model is converted the utilisation factor is 

around 0.4 to 0.6.  The Utilization Factors of the regulators can be seen on the Facilities, Facilities, 

Regulator Stations tab (you may need to add the Utilization Factor column via right click and Choose 

Column). 

 

On the screen shot above the top and bottom regulators are outside of the range required (I have set 

these regulators to artificial values to get these Utilization Factors).  Simplistically to get the regulators 

within the values required the Maximum Constant needs to be changed (I say simplistically because if your 

regulators are configured properly on your models the Maximum Constant will be based on the equipment 

within the regulator and therefore a “proper” value – I am using this simplistic method as not all ours are). 

To change the Maximum Constant value open up the Regulator Station information box (double click on 

the regulator symbol once zoomed in) and the box below should open up. 
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To get at the Regulator Station configuration window click on the  button to the right of the Name 

field.  This opens up the window show below. As you can see from the screen shot below I have created a 

set of Equipment Regulators with Maximum Constant values from 2 to 10,000 with a roughly regular 

geometric step between them.  There might be too many and at extreme values which might not be 

required but it makes this stage easier to have a full “palette” to use.  The Equipment Regulator 

configuration window needs to be opened which requires clicking right in the centre of the purple symbol 

in the green box.  It is now a matter of dragging the appropriate sized Maximum Constant Equipment 

Regulator into the green box – if you need to reduce the Utilization Factor select an Equipment Regulator 

with a smaller value than that currently used and vice versa.  This could be an iterative process as you need 

to re-balance the model to check the updated Utilization Factor. 
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If your regulators are setup to reflect the real world componentry in them it will be worth noting the 

changes you have had to make to them to get the values into the range required as this may reflect actual 

upgrades required prior to conversion. 

4) Conversion of NG model to hydrogen 
Start with the single or merged natural gas model.  Balance to ensure it is running OK after all the previous 

stages.  

1) Within the Model Data tab convert the demands over to Thermal loads by changing the demand 

type for each flow category from Volumetric to Thermal by double clicking on the word Volumetric 

for each Flow Categories and then changing the Type to Thermal. Synergi will convert the 

volumetric based on the setting for the heat content in the model settings 
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2) Balance to make sure the pressure results are the same – suggest looking at some extremity area 

of the network before and after changing the Volumetric to Thermal. 

 
3) Change the gas settings in Edit, Model Settings, Gas Properties to the values as shown below.  

Heat Content to 12.11, Specific Gravity to 0.07 and Viscosity to 0.0086. 
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4) Edit all pipes in the model via Facilities Tab, Pipes, Select All in Name Field (Ctrl A), Right click and 

Select on Map and the Multiple Edit process setting Specific Gravity to 0.07. 

5) The sources need to be set to the hydrogen parameters for specific gravity and Heat Content.  This 

does not affect the modelled pressures but keeps the Volumetric and Thermal flow values in line 

(e.g. on the Sources report).  We need to be able to access these settings on all the source nodes 

but they are hidden on the Multiple Edit menu.  Therefore the model needs to having Tracing set 

to on via Edit, Model Settings, Analysis Settings, Tracing, tick in the Enable Component Tracing 

box.  Having done that the relevant fields are now unhidden in the Multiple Edit menu via Edit, 

Multiple Edit, Model, Nodes, Supplies, Entire Model – set Supply Gas Heat Content to 12.11 and 

Supply Gas Specific Gravity to 0.07. 

 
6) All Tracing options should now be unchecked via the menu route given above (Edit, Analysis 

Settings, Tracing, untick all boxes) – if Tracing is left switched on it may prevent larger models 

analysing satisfactorily. 

 
7) Balance model – there should be a significant number of pressure problems unless your original 

NG model has huge pressure headroom. 

 
Suggest saving the model with some relevant name including hydrogen in the name. 
 
When we had our meeting we changed the GJ/day figure to kwh/h in the Report, Detail Report, Sources 
report – we can discuss this in our next meeting but I think we are probably OK to leave this as is and use 
the Volumetric Flow results although the total should just be 3.077 times the NG model result (a good 
checksum to ensure the model conversion has worked OK!).  These values will need to be tabulated and 
fed back to the H21 team designing the hydrogen supply infrastructure.  Addendum – for sector sizing 
analysis we can use the thermal flow (GJ/d) and use the conversion figures given in the Sector Isolation 
section to convert to number of meters. 
 

Reinforcement (remediation) of the hydrogen model 

The hydrogen model is likely to require extensive reinforcement to restore pressures to 21 mbar / CSEP 

pressures.  The methods suggested for this are pretty much in line with those given for reinforcing the 

REPEX model given earlier.   

Raising the DG outlet pressures may not have much benefit left if you have used most of the 

recommended lift to 50 mbar when reinforcing the REPEX models but it is the first option to consider. 

There is the potential at this stage to consider upsizing REPEX projects where the gains are worthwhile.  It 

is one of the discussion points within each GDN as to how you will capture recommended upsizing of 

replacement projects as until the conversion of hydrogen projects becomes a reality it is a difficult sell.  

There is a balance to be had between upsizing projects a significant time before the reinforcement may be 

required (some towns/cities may not be converted until the 2040s or later) and not going back to dig up 

roads to lay reinforcement that we may have dug up to carry out replacement work in 2032 – a discussion 

to be had locally I think! 
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New mains infrastructure is probably going to be the main method for reinforcing the hydrogen network – 

if these are enhancements of the projects required for the REPEX model then the costs obtained for these 

should be the differential costs between the two schemes. 

New DG – this becomes a less contentious option than for REPEX reinforcements.  We will almost certainly 

need new DG to facilitate the conversion process in that we may have large areas (relative to the proposed 

conversion sector size of approximately 2,500 meters) without adequate supply once we consider the 

results from the sector analysis.  In addition it may be that many DG will require rebuilding/upgrading to 

provide the extra gas flow required and a DG relocation/addition program becomes a real option. 

For all of the above (except existing DG raising) please record details of the schemes required (lengths, 

diameters, new DG, inlet and outlet mains to these etc.) and obtain costs for these from your respective 

reinforcement costings teams.  You may need to discuss the requirement for such a large set of schemes – 

if it helps matters I would suggest the schemes don’t need to be accurate to the nearest £ but please try to 

get the close! 

Once all the costs have been obtained we will probably need to supply some summary of the projects 

including costs for use in the final H21 report.  An example spreadsheet will be sent out with this 

document called “H21 Reinforcement Template” – if you think any other fields will be useful to your 

business/the project please let me know. 
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